HIS 3380:
The Golden Age of Piracy
A Selected List of Resources

Booth Library has a large collection of learning resources to support the study of the history of piracy by undergraduates, graduates and faculty. These materials are held in the reference collection, the main book holdings, the journal collection and the online full-text databases. Books and journal articles from other libraries may be obtained using interlibrary loan.

This is a subject guide to selected works in this field that are held by the library. The citations on this list represent only a small portion of the available literature owned by Booth Library. Additional materials can be found by searching the EIU Online Catalog.

Browse the shelves in these call numbers to find books for the history of piracy:

- Pirates – History: G535
- Naval Science: V to VM

REFERENCE WORKS

- American National Biography ................................................................. REF CT213 .A68 1999
- Oxford Dictionary of National Biography ................................................ database from library website
- Pirate Dictionary .......................................................................................... REF G535 .B74 2004
- Pirate’s Who’s Who ...................................................................................... REF G535 .G6 2008x
- Pirates and Privateers of the Americas ....................................................... REF E18 .M44 1994
SECONDARY SOURCES

History of Piracy
Age of Piracy: A History ................................................................. Stacks F2161 .C3
Buccaneers and Privateers: The Story
of the English Sea Rover, 1675-1725 ........................................ Stacks PR438.P53 F76 2012
Buccaneers of the Caribbean: How Piracy Forged an Empire ........... Stacks F2161 .L38 2009
Daily Life of Pirates .......................................................... Gale database via library website
General History of the Pirates: The Classic Account of the Most
Murderous and Felonious from the Golden Age of Piracy .............. Stacks G535 .J645 2013x
History of the Lives and Bloody Exploits
of the Most Noted Pirates: Their Trials and Executions ............... Stacks F2161 .H668 2013x
Invisible Hook: The Hidden Economics of Pirates ....................... Stacks G535 .L44 2009
Mammoth Book of Pirates .................................................. Stacks G535 .M324 2007x
Ocean Is a Wilderness: Atlantic Piracy
and the Limits of State Authority, 1688-1856 .................. Stacks HV6433.786.A786 C45 2014
Pirate Hunting: The Fight against Pirates, Privateers,
and Sea Raiders from Antiquity to the Present ...................... Stacks G535 .L578 2010
Pirates and Privateers: New Perspectives on the War
on Trade in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries ............. Stacks JX5241 .P57 1997x
Pirates in the Age of Sail .................................................. Stacks G535 .A584 2007
Pirates: Fact & Fiction .................................................. Stacks G535 .C634 1992x
Treasure Neverland: Real and Imaginary Pirates ....................... Stacks G535 .R46 2013x
Under the Black Flag: The Romance and the Reality
of Life among the Pirates .................................................. Stacks G535 .C635 2006
Villains of All Nations: Atlantic Pirates in the Golden Age ............ Stacks F106 .R42 2004

Elizabethan Seadogs
“Admiralty Circuit of 1591” Historical Journal .......................... Available via library website
Martin Frobisher: Elizabethan Privateer .................................. Stacks DA66.1.F76 M37 2001
Pillaging the Empire: Piracy in the Americas, 1500-1750 ............... Stacks E18.75 .L36 1998
Pirate Queen: Queen Elizabeth I, Her Pirate Adventurers,
and the Dawn of Empire .................................................. Stacks DA356 .R58 2007
The Queen’s Slave Trader: John Hawkyns, Elizabeth I,
and the Trafficking in Human Souls .................................. Stacks DA86.22.H3 H39 2004
Safeguard of the Sea: A Naval History of Britain, 660-1649 .............. Stacks DA70 .R56 1998
Sir Francis Drake: The Queen’s Pirate .................................. Stacks DA86.22.D7 K45 1998

Piratical Colonization
“Errand to the Indies: Puritan Colonization from Providence Island
through the Western Design,” William and Mary Quarterly .............. JSTOR

Captain Morgan and the Buccaneers
Buccaneers of America .......................................................... ebook via Library Catalog

(Captain Morgan and the Buccaneers, cont. on page 3)
Chapter 4, Pillaging the Empire: Piracy in the Americas, 1500-1750 .......... Stacks E18.75 .L36 1998
Sir Henry Morgan, Buccaneer and Governor ......................................................... eBook via Library Catalog
West-India Policy under the Restoration ............................................................... Stacks F2131 .T5

Role of Gender and Race on Pirate Ships
Black jacks: African American Seamen in the Age of Sail ............................... Stacks VK221 .B65 1997
“Black People under the Black Flag”
   Slavery & Abolition 29:4 (Dec. 2008) .......... Academic Search Complete @ Library website
Women and English Piracy, 1540-1720:
   Partners and Victims of Crime .......................................................... Stacks G535 .A67 2013x
“The Women Pirates: Anne Bonny and Mary Read.” Villains
   of All Nations: Atlantic Pirates in the Golden Age ............................... Stacks F106 .R42 2004

Captain Kidd and Imperial Politics
Fateful Voyage of Captain Kidd ................................................................. Stacks G537.K5 H5
A General History of the Pyrates (Daniel Defoe) ............................... EEBO from Library website
Ordinary of Newgate: His Account of the Behaviour, Confessions,
   and Dying-Words of Captain William Kidd ........................................... EEBO via at library website
“Pirates, Slavers, and the Indigenous Population in Madagascar;”
   International Journal of African Historical Studies .............................. JSTOR via library website
Pirate Hunter: The True Story of Captain Kidd ........................................ Stacks G537.K5 Z33 2002x
State Trials of Mary, Queen of Scots, Sir Walter Raleigh,
   and Captain William Kidd ................................................................. eBook via Library Catalog

Barbary Corsairs
Corsairs of Malta and Barbary ................................................................. Stacks DE96 .E27 1970b
Jefferson’s War: America’s First War on Terror, 1801-1805 ....................... Stacks E335 .W47 2003
Lords of The Sea: A History of the Barbary Corsairs ................................. Stacks DT201 .J36 2012x
Naval Documents Related to the United States Wars with the Barbary Powers .... Stacks E335 .U67
Pirates of Barbary: Corsairs, Conquests, and Captivity
   in the Seventeenth-Century Mediterranean ........................................ Stacks DT201 .T56 2010b

Outcasts in France’s American Colonies
Baratarians and the Battle of New Orleans ................................................... Stacks E356.N5 D4
Lafitte .......................................................... Stacks PS2048.I52 L3X
Pirates Laffite: The Treacherous World of the Corsairs of the Gulf ........... Stacks F374.L2 D385 2005
Pirates Own Book, or Authentic Narratives of the Lives,
   Exploits, and Executions of the Most Celebrated Sea Robbers … eResource from library website
Piracy and the Rise of the Novel
Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allan Poe ........................................ Stacks PS2600 .G02x
Critical Essays on Daniel Defoe .......................................................... Stacks PR3407 .L864 1997
A General History of the Pyrates (Daniel Defoe) ................................ EEBO from Library website
James Fenimore Cooper: The Early Years ........................................ Stacks PS1431 .F73 2007
Life of Daniel Defoe ................................................................. Stacks PR3406 .L864 1997
Red Rover: A Tale (James Fenimore Cooper) .............................. Stacks PS1417 .R3 1900x
Sea Tales: The Pilot; The Red Rover (James Fenimore Cooper) .... Stacks PS1402 1991
Water-Witch: Or, the Skimmer of the Seas (James Fenimore Cooper) .. Stacks PS1418 .W3 1896x

Piracy’s Support of the Nation-State
“The Early Republic’s Supernatural Economy:
Treasure Seeking in the American Northeast, 1780-1830,” American Quarterly .......... JSTOR
Privateers of the Americas: Spanish American Privateering
from the United States in the Early Republic ................................ Stacks E182 .H44 2015

Piracy becomes Child’s Play
Capt. Hook: The Adventures of a Notorious Youth ............................ BTC 813 H251cap
Hide-And-Seek with Angels: A Life of J.M. Barrie ............................... Stacks PR4076 .C54 2006
Hook .................................................................................. DVDs PN1997 .H674x .DVD
Peter Pan ................................................................. BTC 823 B274p
Peter Pan .......................................................................... DVDs PN1997 .P4838x .DVD
Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl .................. DVDs PN1997 .P574x .DVD
Robert Louis Stevenson: A Literary Life ........................................ Stacks PR5493 .G668 2004
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island ...................................... DVDs PN1997 .T745x .DVD
Treasure Island .............................................................. Stacks PR5486 .A1 1951x

Modern Piracy
Captain’s Duty: Somali Pirates, Navy Seals,
and Dangerous Days at Sea ............................................................. Stacks VK140.P45 A3 2010
Pirates of Somalia: Inside Their Hidden World .............................. Stacks DT403.2 .B34 2011
Somalia, the New Barbary?: Piracy and Islam
in the Horn of Africa .............................................................. Stacks HV6433.786.S58 M87 2011
Terror on the Seas: True Tales of Modern-Day Pirates .................. Stacks G535 .S434 2009

PRIMARY SOURCES
British Piracy in the Golden Age: History and Interpretation, 1660-1730 .... REF G535 .B75 2007x
Naval Documents Related to the United States Wars with the Barbary Powers .... Stacks E335 .U67
Pirates in the Age of Sail ............................................................ Stacks G535.A584 2007
State Trials of Mary, Queen of Scots, Sir Walter Raleigh,
and Captain William Kidd .................................................. eBook via Library Catalog
Voyages, the age of sail: documents in American maritime history.
Volume 1, 1492-1865 ............................................................... Stacks VK23 .V69 2009

PLEASE REFER TO COLLECTION LOCATION GUIDE FOR LOCATION OF ALL MATERIALS
PRIMARY SOURCES (newspapers)
Available online at the Booth Library web site, http://www.library.eiu.edu

Pennsylvania Gazette (1728-1800)
Chicago Tribune (1849-1989)
New York Times (1851-2009)
Times (London), Digital Archive 1785-1985

ONLINE DATABASES
Available online at the Booth Library web site, http://www.library.eiu.edu

Academic Search Complete (full-text access to 1,500 scholarly journals)
America: History and Life (emphasis on American history)
Historical Abstracts (emphasis on world history)
JSTOR (digital archive of more than 1,000 core academic journals)

VIDEOS
Alexander Street Video (video collections)

For assistance, please contact Reference Services at 581-6072, visit the Reference Desk on the 3000 level of Booth Library or contact the subject bibliographer for history: Bradley Tolppanen, 581-6006, bptolppanen@eiu.edu.